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Abstract
John McGahern (1934-2006) was born in Dublin and reared in County Roscommon, the eldest son of a Gardai Ser-
geant who left an indelible impression on the author and his fiction. His second novel, The Dark, caused something of a
sensation when it was banned in 1965, for he subsequently lost his job as a primary school teacher (this episode became
the basis for his next novel, The Leavetaking) and his case became so controversial that it was raised in the Dail. After
residing for a time in both London and Connemara, he returned to Leitrim, where he remained until his death in March
2006. For anyone with an interest in the high aesthetics, the cultural form and minute familial details of Irish society
during the period in question, John McGahern makes for essential reading. In the context of this paper, McGahern’s
preoccupations with sex, the family, the dual roles of father as lawgiver and tyrant, can be explained anew through a
Lacanian re-reading and it is my hope that it offers a fresh perspective on both a complex author and a period in Irish
history, where patriarchy, the church and the family were the dominant forces in society.
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The Dark
First published by Faber and Faber in 1965,
the genesis, development and publication of The
Dark is worthy of a chapter in itself. After McGa-
hern’s first novel, The Barracks, was published to
critical acclaim, the author was awarded a Ma-
cauley Fellowship which afforded him a year’s
leave of absence from his job as a schoolteacher
in Clontarf. He moved to London, where he subse-
quently married the Finnish theatre director An-
nikki Laaksi. With the publication of the novel in
1965, McGahern states :
I was made several approaches on the grape-
vine not to come back to the school, that I
would be doing everybody a favour. It was
called doing the decent… since I was a good
teacher, I got every encouragement that they’d
write glowing references for a job in England,
but not to come back there and disturb. That
made me twice as determined. 1)
The Dark was strong medicine. It is easy to see
why people were shocked by the novel. It pre-
sents graphic depictions of masturbation, vio-
lence, incest, clerical apathy and the implication
of sexual abuse. An anonymous reviewer in The
Times Literary Supplement censures McGahern’s
failure to establish whether the Mahoney’s lives
are individual or representative, declaring that
the protagonist : ‘remains a bit of a suffering ma-
chine.’ 2) Nor did the book find favour with the
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Catholic Archbishop of Dublin, John Charles
McQuaid. As McGahern states : ‘The archbishop
was behind the whole thing, and he had an abso-
lute obsession about what he called impure
books.’ 3)
James Whyte would argue that : ‘Much of the
controversy surrounding the novel centred on
the question of whether or not it presented a real-
istic picture of Irish society.’ 4) Vivian Mercier in
the New York Review of Books argued : ‘No work
since Joyce has presented Irish adolescence with
such freshness and objectivity.’ 5) Contrarily, an
editorial in The Irish Independent stated : ‘It
seems to us that the novel is unreal… unreal in its
concentration on problems within a tiny group,
unreal especially in its picture of provincial Ire-
land today.’ 6) James Cahalan suggests that the
choice of the Irish Independent as the paper over
which Mahoney masturbates is deliberate be-
cause it was : ‘then the most staid newspaper in
Ireland.’ 7) It is hardly surprising then that the In-
dependent, who evidently never got the joke,
stood foursquare behind the banning.
Certain agencies approached McGahern to see
whether he would be interested in taking the
case to the high court, Beckett was approached in
Paris and a petition was mooted, the case was
even raised in the Dail by Brendan Corish, leader
of the Labour Party. But the author was aware of
the futility of such an approach, made palpable
perhaps by the reaction of one INTO member, in
a much recounted tale, where he said :
If it was just the banned book, then we might
have been able to do something for you, though
it would have been difficult. But with marrying
this woman you’re an impossible case… by the
way McGahern, what entered your head to go
and marry a foreign woman when there are
hundreds of thousands of Irish women going
around with their tongues out looking for a
husband! 8)
The novel itself is in the classical tradition of
the Bildungsroman and concerns a young un-
named protagonist whose complex and evolving
relationship with his tyrannical father becomes
the central motif in the novel. It opens with a
shocking scene of domestic abuse, where the
elder Mahoney forcefully imposes his authority
on the household. The first five chapters span
some three or four years in the life of the narra-
tor-at sixteen, he considers a vocation in the
priesthood but a visit to his cousin, Father Gerald
dissuades him from the course. He spends the
rest of the year devoted to his studies, in spite of
his father’s frequent acts of petulance, and ulti-
mately wins a scholarship to university in Gal-
way. But during his first week there, he is seized
by doubts and a sense of inadequacy - when of-
fered a secure clerk’s position with the ESB, he
gives up his place in university. The closing chap-
ter witnesses a scene of reconciliation between
father and son, which appears partly insincere
and yet, strangely poignant.
A number of details concerning the family are
undisclosed-the number of sisters the protago-
nist has, both his own or father’s Christian name,
how or when his mother passed away-such de-
tails are either immaterial to the plot or add to
the narrators anonymity, a foreclosure of his life
ahead. Another technique that is utilized is the
shifting narrative, where the chapters switch be-
tween a third and second person narrative and
later in the novel, in chapters 22 & 23, into the
first person narrative. The final chapter uses a
combination of all three. Neil Corcoran would ar-
gue that such a technique makes the text both
‘autobiographical and generic’ by fusing the dif-
ferent points of view on the protagonist. 9) In con-
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trast, Stanley van der Ziel would argue that The
Dark is : ‘A product of the post-Beckettian era,
the uncertainty as to the identity of the narrator
is not only present in the reader, but is extended
to the narrator himself.’ 10)
It is important to recognize however, that the
text only drifts into the first person on the eve of
his exams-the prospect of forthcoming inde-
pendence is distinct, the boy has found his voice.
But the following chapters return to the alternate
second and third person narrative-university life
offers no escape from patriarchal constraints,
feeling like an impostor from the dark heart of ru-
ral Ireland, young Mahoney retreats to the sanc-
tity of the familiar, where anonymity in the ESB
is preferable to thwarted ambition in the profes-
sional sphere. The big Other designates a radical
alterity, an otherness which transcends the
imaginary because it cannot be assimilated
through identification. The shifting narrative in
the novel represents young Mahoney’s attempt
to escape the law of cultural signification, to
break free from the locus in which speech is con-
stituted. It shifts radically until the voice of narra-
tor is unified in the closing chapters-he speaks of
himself as a subject and his belief that you could,
‘begin again and again all your life.’ (TD, 188) is
merely, in his words, a ‘cliche ; ’-there is no free-
dom to choose, only a choice of limited freedom.
The Dark opens with the elder Mahoney forc-
ing a confrontation with his son, who has uttered
a swear word - ‘F-U-C-K…that profane and ugly
word’- and he will receive a mock beating as a
result. (TD, 7) Anne Goarzin has made an astute
observation of this opening scene :
By refusing to speak the word because he
judges it to be morally inconceivable, the father
refuses the function of the word as a shield or
barrier, a naming which would defy the
strangeness of the world… he tries in vain to
prevent it from signifying by breaking it down
into letters but in doing so he creates another
object-word, conferring onto it an unexpected
‘materiality’ giving it a new stake which eludes
him. 11)
For Lacan, meaning is not found in any one sig-
nifier and the play between signifiers along the
chain is unstable. Signifiers are the base units of
language, subjected to ‘the double condition of be-
ing reducible to ultimate differential elements
and of combining according to the laws of a
closed order.’ 12) Those who search for meaning at
its source has to travel by way of language and as
Goarzin astutely observes, when the signifying
word is negated and reduced into letters by Ma-
honey senior, it dissolves into yet more signifiers.
Thus, when Mahoney uses language as a system
common to other subjects, the use he, as subject,
makes of it is to signify something quite other
than what he says. His meaning is always veering
off or being displaced. The verbal slip that occurs,
‘I didn’t mean it, Daddy. I didn’t mean it, it just
slipped out’ (TD, p. 8) is indicative of the unstable
relationship between the signifier and the signi-
fied. The signifier anchors itself to the subject,
marking its place with a letter, and whether or
not the subject knows, reads or denies it, the sub-
ject will function like a signified and will always
‘slip’under the signifier, temporarily pinned only
by the points de caption.
In chapter six, Mahoney once more attempts to
negate the signification of the word, ‘always’ :
‘Did you know that there’s only one thing you
should use ALWAYS about and that’s God.’ (TD,
p. 35) It is a crucial passage in the novel. In the
opening scene, Mahoney senior imposes his will
upon his son but in this episode, set some years in
the future, the son responds to his father’s fe-
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vered beating of his sister by stating, ‘Hit and I
will kill you’ (TD, p. 36) and in consequence : ‘Ma-
honey fell back without striking, as if he sensed,
mixture of incomprehension and fear on the face.
The world was a shattered place.’ (TD, 36) In
Seminar III : The Psychoses, Lacan makes refer-
ence to lineage, which indicates that the father
establishes an order, not natural, but mathemati-
cal. By structuring descendence into a whole se-
ries of generations, patrilineality introduces an or-
der : ‘whose structure is different from the natu-
ral order.’ 13) In this way, he establishes a relation-
ship among the symbolic chain, between the fa-
ther and the signifier.
The function of the father’s name constitutes
the law of the signifier and it is through articula-
tion that the subject inscribes himself in the signi-
fying chain. The presence of the signifier in the
subject is ordered according to two ‘slopes’ :
metaphor and the metonymy. Metonymy is the
relationship of one word with another, as Benve-
nuto and Kennedy states :
Metonymy refers to the linear syntagmatic
connection of one word and another. In meton-
ymy, a ‘paradigm’, in the case, a linear struc-
ture in which one word follows another which
according to the linguistic order, takes the
place of the subjects lack of being. 14)
Metonymy is primary and makes metaphor
possible and constitutes : ‘the passage of the sig-
nifier into the signified, the creation of a new sig-
nified.’ 15)
Metaphor of the father’s Name is the metaphor
that substitutes the Name first symbolized by the
mother’s absence. The signifier of the father’s
Name constitutes the law of the signifier where
the phallus is the signifier of the Other’s desire.
Lacan suggests that certain fathers are charac-
terized by ‘unbridled authoritarianism’ and estab-
lish a relationship which is not a mutual pact of
harmonious co-existence but instead one of ri-
valry and antagonism.16) In The Dark, Mahoney
Senior assumes the role of the monstrous father,
the imaginary father, whose relationship with his
son is characterised by erotically charged ten-
sion. The element that is foreclosed in psychosis
intimately concerns the father. In psychosis, be-
cause of the failure of the operation of Negation,
the subject is not under its phallic significance-
he does not inhabit the language, rather he is in-
habited by the language.
For Lacan, the murder of the father is a narra-
tive of the emergence of the modern Oedipal
structure of the subject. Mikkel Borch-Jacobson
argues that : ‘the modern form of the Oedipus,
characterized by : “an ambivalent and devouring
identification with the real father” produces a
subject that engages in aggressive rivalry with
the father. 17) The monstrous father is thus trans-
formed into the symbolic father whose position
the son usurps in his incorporating identification
in a way that he cannot do in reality. With that
identification, the son commits a symbolic mur-
der of the father. In The Dark, we witness this
Oedipal drama played out :
You watched the hand come up to hit, your
own hands were ready and watching the
raised hand and the throat. You knew or felt
nothing, except one the raised hand moved
you’d get him by the throat, you knew you’d be
able, the fingers were ready. No blow could
shake you, only release years of stored hatred
into that one drive for the throat. (TD, p. 36)
However, the blow does not come. This is sig-
nificant as the act mirrors the imaginary beating
meted out to the boy in the opening chapter. This
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process is identification of the order of ‘wanting
to be like’. That identification process incorpo-
rates what Lacan describes as the single mark,
the unifying trait of the phallus of the father,
which functions as a representative of the Law of
the Father and of a cultural order which privi-
leges him. However, the boy’s neurosis, which we
shall examine later, could be construed as part of
this inadequate resolution of the Oedipal drama
and the symptomatic decline of the paternal func-
tion in general. It is also important to note, that
despite the symbolic murder of the father, the
fraternal social order does not indicate the end of
patriarchy, because it does not represent a post-
patriarchal order. Rather, it represents a different
form of a phallic social order. The following pas-
sage exemplifies this argument :
“Get up Joan” you stooped to get her to her feet
and help her to the big armchair. The others
stood as stones about. They knew something
strange and different had happened in the
house. (TD, p. 37)
In the opening chapter, as Goarzin states : ‘The
object of verbal offence transforms itself into a
monstrous object’ 18) -‘the heavy leather strap he
used for sharpening his razor.’ (TD, p. 7) In chap-
ter six, the object of verbal offense, the word ‘al-
ways’ is transformed into ‘strands of … black hair
… tangled in his fingers. By spreading them he
thought the hair would fall loose but it didn’t.’
(TD, p. 36) Lacan, by re-psychologising Saussure,
posits a linguistic stimulus-response of the most
radical kind. In other words, Lacan assumes that
language combines and recombines itself apart
from the speaking subject. Whatever his other
changes from Saussure, he keeps the premise
that words are the active ones in the psychologi-
cal or, more precisely, the psycholinguistic proc-
ess. It is language that ‘means’ - not the readers
or hearers who make meaning. The chain of sig-
nifiers, running along according to its own laws,
determines the ‘I’, and the determinism is total.
The chain of signifiers is constantly in play and
there’s no way to stop sliding down the chain.
This is what the unconscious looks like-a con-
tinually circulating chain or multiple chains of sig-
nifiers, with no anchor or, to use Derrida’s terms,
no centre. This is Lacan’s linguistic translation of
Freud’s picture of the unconscious as this chaotic
realm of constantly shifting drives and desires.
Lacan would argue that the process of becoming
an adult, a ‘self,’ is the process of trying to fix, to
stabilize, and to stop the chain of signifiers so that
stable meaning-including the meaning of ‘I’ be-
comes possible. Mahoney’s shifting narrative re-
inforces this-he becomes a character in desper-
ate search of a ‘voice’ of his own. However, Lacan
would say that this possibility is only an illusion,
an image created by a misperception of the rela-
tion between body and self.
As David Malcolm attests, ‘The son’s relation-
ship with the father lies at the heart of The
Dark.’ 19) In the first three pages, the word ‘teach’
appears on eight separate occasions and again, on
three occasions in chapter six, where the father’s
dominant role is established. However, in the case
of John McGahern, we have someone who has
tended to concentrate on what Judith Butler has
called the ‘promising ambivalence’ of violent and
patriarchal speech.20) This ambiguity accounts for
the likelihood that speech can sometimes fail to
act, or act in ways that counter the meaning of
the speaker. Butler argues that all cultural dis-
courses share a volatile correlation with the in-
tentions that accompany their deployment, and
that it is this unpredictability which can provide
the impetus for the undermining of the patriar-
chal order.
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Even before the apocalyptic row with his son,
Mahoney’s position as head of the family is a pre-
carious one. In the opening pages of chapter 2, we
witness how the children unite to ‘make him suf-
fer’ :
They all got beaten, often for no reason, be-
cause they laughed when he was in foul hu-
mour, but they learned to make him suffer-to
close their life against him and to leave him to
himself. (TD, p. 11)
In chapter 4, the children begin to mimic their
father, “‘God, O God, O God,” they started to
mimic, it was an old game between them, it
brought relief ’ (TD, p. 28) and while the boy real-
izes that no person can be just a ‘walking mirror’
(TD, p. 94) for another, it is precisely that which
McGahern’s fathers require ; they insist that
their children ‘mirror’their feelings or echo their
utterances. In his short story, ‘Bomb Box’, for ex-
ample, the hypochondriac sergeant, who tells his
children that he is dying, wants ‘to see his life in
the mirror of the pain of need’.21) Significantly, the
children’s most effective means of subverting the
authority of the father is mimicry, which distorts
rather than reaffirms the self-image he wishes to
project.
The mirror image, the whole person the baby
mistakes as itself, is known as an ‘ideal ego,’ a per-
fect whole self who has no insufficiency. This
‘ideal ego’ becomes internalized-we build our
sense of ‘self,’ our identity, by misidentifying with
this ideal ego. By doing this, according to Lacan,
we imagine a self that has no lack, no notion of ab-
sence or incompleteness. The fiction of the stable,
whole, unified self that we see in the mirror be-
comes a compensation for having lost the original
oneness with the mother’s body. In short, accord-
ing to Lacan, we lose our unity with the mother’s
body, the state of ‘nature,’ in order to enter cul-
ture, but we protect ourselves from the knowl-
edge of that loss by misperceiving ourselves as
not lacking anything-as being complete unto
ourselves.
Mahoney Senior has the egotism of a child, and
on numerous occasions in the novel, he is por-
trayed as such. In chapter 2, when he asks
whether ‘anyone wants a game of cards’, the chil-
dren mimic their father, and with a ‘grim smile of
understanding’ collectively state, ‘Let him play
alone.’ (TD, p. 15-16) In chapter 9, as he sits in the
old Morris car seat, he ‘looked suddenly an infant
enclosed in its pen chair.’ (TD, p. 50) By the close
of the novel, Mahoney Senior has become some-
thing of a tragic-comic figure, his authority re-
duced to a bit part being played out on a greater
stage : ‘This is my life, and this kitchen in the
townland of Cloone is my stage, and I am playing
my life out here on’, before adding bitterly : ‘And
nobody sees me except a crowd of childer.’ (TD,
p. 128)
Slavoj Zizek defines the paternal function as
three fold : the ‘father-jouisseur’, the symbolic fa-
ther-the big Other-and the tyrannical father.
The tyrannical father is described as the father
who strikes the disobedient with his vengeance,
whose will is absolute and requires no justifica-
tion. In the Oedipal drama, the ‘father-jouisseur’,
the pleasure seeking father, is killed off and the
empty place he left invested with what the father
now symbolically stands for. Deprived of his viril-
ity, he needs to ignore his impotence to carry out
the paternal function without a sense of ridicule.
The child, equally, is forced to forget that the
‘father-jouisseur’ is already dead in order to pre-
serve the Oedipal efficiency. As Zizek states : ‘So
when, today, one speaks of the decline of paternal
authority, it is this father, the father of the un-
compromising ‘No!’ who is effectively in re-
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The absolute father can no longer impact the
child with his threat of vengeance and is effec-
tively disempowered. Modern Irish society at this
time was beginning to be dominated by the cul-
ture of the virtual, of the simulacrum of the real,
where the inclination was towards belief in the
symbolic functions-words, images-rather than
relying on the veracity of sensory information.
The decline of our belief systems directly corre-
lated with : ‘the notion of belief, of symbolic trust,
of credence, of taking others ‘at face value.’ 23)
And without belief, Zizek thinks that symbolic ef-
ficiency would fail-we would become a society
that behaves as if the father was still out there,
and knowing that the death of the father means
the ends of transcendental function, by degrees
of ‘lying sincerity’, the symbolic contract is main-
tained. 24)
In chapter 24, the son becomes conscious that :
‘He was a man. He was among men. He was able
to take a man’s place’ (TD, p. 149) But one won-
ders about the conviction of the statement. Such
religious doubts he might have are extended in
kind to the paternal metaphor, he no longer be-
lieves in Mahoney’s symbolic function but re-
mains wary of liberating himself from his pres-
ence :
He watched him (Mahoney Senior) there old,
and remembered. The looking moved from the
cruelty of detachment out into the incompre-
hension, no one knew anything about himself
or anybody, even moods of hatred and con-
tempt were passing, were of no necessary con-
sequence. (TD, p. 150)
A similar theme is explored in McGahern’s
short story, ‘Wheels’, and in some ways, could be
regarded as a sequel of sorts for The Dark. In this
story, a son, estranged from his father, comes
back home for a brief visit. The young Mahoney
character is clearly an adult but has not put the
conflict with his father behind him. The son in-
vents a speculative excuse to avoid having to live
with and care for his ageing father-when this
point of conflict is brought up, the son brings his
visit to an end :
I knew the wheel : fathers become children to
their sons who repay the care they got when
they were young, and on the edge of dying fa-
thers become young again ; but the luck of a
death and a second marriage had released me
from the last breaking on this ritual wheel.25)
In The Dark, the father dreams also of selling
the land and coming to live with his son. How-
ever, ‘That was his dream, but there was no re-
sponse. He grew aware of his own voice and
stopped. He’d be given nothing.’ (TD, 46) The
breaking of this ‘ritual’ is of crucial importance in
The Dark. As young Mahoney states later in the
novel :
If you married you would plant a tree to deny
and break finally your father’s power, com-
pletely supplant it by the graciousness and
marvel of your life, but as a priest you’d remain
just fruit of the cursed house gone to God. (TD,
p. 84)
A subject’s relationship with the symbolic or-
der, ‘is not simply equivalent to a conscious sense
of agency, which is a mere illusion produced by
the ego, but to the unconscious.’26) That is, people
relate to each other not in their full complexity as
living, feeling individuals, but in terms of signifi-
cations that have come to represent them in their
essential absence. A subject thus only appears in
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relation to a socially constructed or cultural sym-
bolic community. This cultural symbolic, defined
through history and thus welded to the past, rein-
forces psychic structures of repetition and re-
pression. The cultural symbolic is part of the
greater signifying chain of Irish culture and for
young Mahoney the impetus is to ‘pass the exam.
Learn the formula. Thing would come out that
way.’ (TD, 113) That the formula involves cram-
ming ‘further rubbish by the ton, cram it into the
skull’ is a moot point, by the early sixties most of
the totems of our symbolic order-nationalism,
economic autonomy, the Irish language-had be-
come largely irrelevant to the general population.
(TD, 114) As James Whyte states :
Yet if religious rituals have, in many cases,
been worn down to the level of meaningless
habit, by the same token, many habitual actions
acquire the status of ritual, through their abil-
ity to give shape to experience.27)
In McGahern’s fiction, the disaffected son’s (or
daughter’s) continual home-coming becomes ‘a
bad habit’-in his short story ‘Gold Watch’ the
protagonist goes on to describes his reasons for
returning as ‘sinister’, stating, ‘I’ve gone home for
so long that I’d like to see it through’28) In
Amongst Women, Moran’s daughters, ‘on the
tides of Dublin or London… were hardly more
than specks of froth but together they were the
aristocratic Moran’s of Great Meadow, a com-
pleted world.’ 29) They need to return again and
again to Great Meadow in order to be affirmed
and re-affirmed by Moran but in doing so they
forfeit their autonomy. The bond that exists be-
tween father and daughter is an indissoluble
bond and the mechanics of patriarchy continues
until Moran falls into ill health. But like the hen
pheasant in the hayfield whose legs are ampu-
tated by Moran’s tractor, his daughters are so
emotionally crippled by him that they literally
can never fly away from Great Meadow. (AM,
159)
In The Dark, young Mahoney assiduously fol-
lows this pattern of morbid co-dependence, for-
ever repelled yet drawn to the imago of his om-
nipotent father. In the third chapter after his fa-
ther masturbates against him in the bed they
share together, young Mahoney finds it ‘impossi-
ble to lie close… he lay far out on the bed’s edge.’
But he is eventually drawn to his father, ‘the
sleeping heap of warmth.’ (TD 21) There follows a
curious episode partly comic, partly sinister
where father and son are attacked by fleas and
they join together in ‘the hunt.’ (TD, 22) Mahoney
senior remarks on his battle scars as : ‘your blood
and mine.’ Once they return to bed, there was no
longer any ‘repulsion as their flesh touched deep
down.’ (TD, 23) 30)
Again, when young Mahoney chooses to spend
a summer with his cousin, Father Gerald, he re-
turns home after only a short space of time-a
mere three days. During his punishing regime
preparing for his exams, young Mahoney again
attempts to distance himself from his father :
‘Can you not shut up. Can you not leave me alone
for these few months?” (TD, 114) However, once
his exams are over, he again attempts some form
of reconciliation with his father and spends the
summer working with him in the fields. The day
of his exam results, he is humiliated by his fa-
ther’s boasting : ‘Resentment grew with hot em-
barrassment. He was beginning to hate the Schol-
arship’ (TD, 157) but by the time they return
home : ‘He wanted to laugh with him and say,
“You are marvellous my father.”’ (TD, 160) Fi-
nally when, ‘the dream was torn piecemeal from
the University’ (TD, 172) Mahoney again returns
to his father for advice, he sends a telegram and
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waits for his consent.
To begin with, there are constant references to
boundaries in the novel : ‘The hedge around the
orchard’, (TD, 76) ‘A green prison’ (TD, 85) ‘Grass,
concrete, shade, strands of wire running between
concrete posts’, (TD, 135) ‘Imprisoned by the high
netting wire’, (TD, 137) ‘White railings around the
lawns’ (TD, 143) ‘Wet iron railings,’ & ‘Four walls
of your room’ (TD, 170) ‘Green oaks lined the
boundary wall.’ (TD 173) We may infer from the
constant repetition of these words and images
that the obstacles facing young Mahoney are eve-
rywhere so his decision to return again and again
to his father’s sphere of influence and the final
reconciliation between the two in a boarding
house in Galway led one exasperated critic to
proclaim : ‘There is an inconsistency of character
and incident here…the novelist fails utterly to jus-
tify this particular epiphany.’ 31)
One can understand Cronin’s arbitrary dis-
missal of the final scene between father and son.
Eamon Maher would suggest that, ‘what happens
at the end of the novel was outside of McGahern’s
control.’ 32) It is an interesting point-why, when
the young protagonist has suffered so much at
the hands of this man, when he has striven to es-
cape the ‘boundaries’ of rural Ireland-why
would he keep returning to his father for guid-
ance or for re-affirmation? For Freud, the ‘com-
pulsion to repeat’-also referred to as the ‘repeti-
tion complex’ or ‘Wiederholungszwang’-is re-
lated to the death drive and the desire to return
to an inorganic state. Lacan would define repeti-
tion as insistence, specifically, the ‘insistence of
the letter’, the compulsive repetition of certain
signifiers despites the subjects attempt to re-
press them : ‘Repetition is fundamentally the in-
sistence of speech.’ 33)
According to Lacan, the pleasure we gain
through repetition derives from the impulse to
avoid this sense of lack :
Desire is a relation of being to lack. The lack is
the lack of being properly speaking. It isn’t the
lack of this and that, but lack of being whereby
the being exists… relations between human be-
ings are really established before one gets to
the domain of consciousness. It is desire which
achieves the primitive structuration of the hu-
man world, desire as unconscious. 34)
Lacan suggests that the need for repetition is a
‘form of behaviour staged in the past and repro-
duced in the present in a way which doesn’t con-
form much with vital adaptation,’ and in turn, this
causes repetition to : ”emerge beyond the pleas-
ure principle. It vacillates beyond all the biologi-
cal mechanisms of equilibration, of harmonisation
and of agreement’. 35) Both Freud and Lacan ex-
amined how behaviour originating in the past but
performed in the present is repeated despite the
fact that it produces suffering. Such repeated be-
haviour on a communal level forms the symbolic
structure of one’s own culture. Desire is embod-
ied in speech ; it is an effect of symbolic articula-
tion and this articulation, notes Lacan : ‘Is the dis-
course of the circuit in which I am integrated.”36)
He further develops this argument, stating :
It is the discourse of my father for instance, in
so far as my father made mistakes which I am
absolutely condemned to reproduce.... I am con-
demned to reproduce them because I am
obliged to pick up again the discourse he be-
queathed to me. 37)
With this in mind, a paragraph in chapter six
takes on a new meaning：‘ “Get her a drink of
water”, you asked and one of the girls obeyed as
decisively as if you were Mahoney and you didn’t
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care or know.’ (TD, 37) and again, in chapter 26
when father and son are passing by the grave-
yard on their way home from the exam celebra-
tions, Mahoney senior states :
“And you wouldn’t mind only there’s people
dying to get into it,” everybody repeated them-
selves but suddenly at the old joke he wanted
to laugh with him and say, “You are marvellous
my father” (TD, 160-my italics)
Finally, in the closing scene of the novel, one
should take note of the discourse between father
and son, each sentence an echoed refrain from
one to the other-‘I can look around then’, ‘take a
good look…’ ; ‘not what counts much’, ‘its not
what counts’ ; ‘that was one good day’, ‘it was a
good day’ ; ‘We’d better try…’, ‘We’d be better.’ ;
‘Good night so’, ‘Good night, my son.’ (TD, 190-91)
Desire structures a subject’s socially constructed
unconscious and the cultural symbolic of Irish pa-
triarchy accounts for the persistence of an ideol-
ogy which is tied to a historical past. Young Ma-
honey unconsciously assumes this role, installing
himself in his father’s place and the mechanics of
patriarchy are thus renewed :
“Can you not go easy? How can I get much
work done in this racket?” They’d stop, go to
their places or their school bags, sit in suppres-
sion. You were their tyrant in place of Ma-
honey now, and you’d be too disturbed after to
be able to concentrate again. (TD, 111)
Cultural demands dictate what is necessary or
desirable for the community. Thus, the demands
of the symbolic order produce a monotonous pro-
gram of repetition, a drive that cannot be satis-
fied because : ‘No object ... can satisfy the drive....
the drive moves around the object… its aim is
simply this return into circuit.’ 38) As Malcolm
Bowie states :
Each drive, if and when it is individually con-
sidered, bears the mark of impossibility : Each
is desire seeking and failing to find its point of
satiation. Failing to find this point, it pursues or
half-pursues its own extinction : ‘every drive is
virtually a death drive.’ 39)
It is the repetition of this closed circuit that
produces enjoyment and it is only when the cul-
tural symbolic is understood to be the irrational
desire of one’s culture, can one re-examine it in
order to discover one’s own desires. If we look at
the closed townland community of Cloone in The
Dark as a microcosm of Irish society, a number of
key features emerge-sexual repression, patriar-
chy, clerical dominance and staunchly en-
trenched class divisions. Through repression, for-
bidden desire serve only to perpetuate our sense
of lack. When the characters project their desire
elsewhere, it is an attempt to preserve homeosta-
sis.
Young Mahoney fantasises can be seen as both
a violent extension of his father’s sexual frustra-
tion and as a means to escape his power. In one
fantasy, he dreams of raping a penitent in the
confessional. In another he dreams of, ‘peace and
loveliness, charm of security : picture of one
woman, the sound of a wife. A house with garden
and trees near the bend of a river.’ (TD, 82) The
pessimism in the novel emanates from Mahoney’s
inability to be liberated from the cultural sym-
bolic’s desire, to make himself a subject and pur-
sue his own independent desires. When he thinks
about sex, it exists either as a violent and puni-
tive fantasy or as an extension of the cultural
symbolic. Later in the novel, Mahoney’s dream is
shattered when he recognizes that university is
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simply an alternative means to reinforce the cul-
tural symbolic :
And money was dream enough to soldier on
too. Choice of car and golf club and suburban
home, grade A hotels by any sea in the sum-
mer, brandy and well-dressed flesh.
“Security. Security. Everyone is after security.
And the only gilt-edged security to be had is
the kingdom of heaven,” the Reverend Bull
Reegan thumping at the old annual retreats in
Carrick.
While Mahoney is capable of verbalizing his re-
lationship to the cultural symbolic, he cannot re-
late any differently to it ; he submits and joins
the ESB, for, ‘A steady job has a lot to be said for
it.’ (TD, 184) He can articulate his desires but for
him, sex either remains a shameful act or acts as
an extension of security. This again reinforces
the cultural symbolic where in Ireland it was
taught that sexual congress was reserved for the
procreation of children, a speculative duty rather
than a biological need. Any outward demonstra-
tion of libidinous behavior was condemned and so
the society which created this warped ideology is
one that Mahoney appears doomed to sustain.
The expression of sexual desire in The Dark is
directly concomitant to a desire for death and clo-
sure. The spectre of death is utterly pervasive.
Young Mahoney dreams of the ‘dead days’, (TD,
17) Father Gerrard insists, ‘We’ll all be buried,’
(TD, 25) the moment of confession, ‘would be a
kind of death’, (TD, 40) joining the priesthood
would mean, ‘You’d die into God the day of your
ordination,’ (TD, 56) while the priests wear the
‘black vestments of the dead.’ (TD, 78) For young
Mahoney, ‘The moment of death was the one real
moment in life,’ (TD, 69) for his life moves, ‘in the
shade of a woman or death.’ (TD, 127) For his fa-
ther, ‘there’s people dying that never died before.’
(TD, 125) Finally, young Mahoney experiences
his last day at university as, ‘the death of the day,
and the same habitual actions of the funeral as al-
ways, and no matter what happened all days and
lives ended this way.’(TD, 171)
The death drive occupies each of us ; it is
within each of us from the start. The death drive
leads us to destroy our Symbolic and Imaginary
objectives. In the Symbolic we desire and pursue
meaning, something to fill up the lack in the self
and in language ; and if in the Imaginary we an-
ticipate and pursue a concrete, coherent image of
identity, then the death drive wants us to aban-
don the search for meaning and for identity. The
death drive aims not to fill in but to preserve the
void in the self. According to Lacan, the death
drive finds its most intense manifestation in the
sexual act, and in particular, in the moment of or-
gasm.
In young Mahoney’s masturbatory fantasies, in
this moment, ‘everything is as dead as dirt, it is as
easy to turn over,’ (TD, 31) ‘a drifting death from
hole to hole,’ (TD, 56) ‘The body dead as ashes.’
(TD 118) In French, a term for orgasm is “le petit
mort,” which means “little death.” It is precisely
the “little death” of orgasm for which the death
drive strives. The death drive thus directs hu-
man subjects away from Symbolic and Imaginary
coherence and towards the single goal of sexual
satisfaction. And since the experience of jouis-
sance shatters, if only momentarily, our sense of
self, the death drive is contrary to every attempt
to confer identity upon the subject and meaning
upon the world. The death drive is that which al-
ways threatens to undo one’s sense of self in fa-
vour of sexual gratification. Sexual satisfaction
and identity are thus completely contradictory.
The death drive aims for sexual satisfaction, for
jouissance, and jouissance is precisely what shat-
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ters identity.
For Lacan, “the sexual” is antithetical to iden-
tity. And the structure of identity is endangered
by “the sexual.” What this suggests is that ‘sexual
identity’ has nothing to do with ‘sexuality.’These
two concepts are so radically separate that one
cancels out the other. Where identity prevails,
the sexual, the death drive, and jouissance be-
come obscured. And where sexuality erupts,
identity categories fall apart. Sexuality-which
contemporary culture associates most closely
with one’s ‘true’ self, has nothing at all to do with
one’s self at all. Sexuality, for Lacan, radically
destabilizes the self and threatens to undo all the
structures within which we try to make meaning
of the world.
The neurotic illusion that enjoyment would be
attainable were it not forbidden ties in the pre-
vailing attitudes of the closed communities and
the greater cultural symbolic. Prohibition creates
a desire to transgress it and this stands for both
jouissance and the puritanical attitudes at bay in
The Dark. This can be witnessed in part through
the sheer number of perverted relationships in
the novel. Mahoney senior and his incestuous re-
lationship with his son. The relationship between
Father Gerrard and his effeminate servant John.
The relationship between the shopkeeper Ryan
and Mahoney’s sister, Joan. When young Ma-
honey arrives at Ryan’s, cognisant that some-
thing is amiss, he finds himself staring out the
window at Ryan’s daughters, dressed in swim-
suits, ‘lobbing a tennis ball over and back across a
loosely strung net.’ (TD, 91) Ryan stands behind
him and whispers in his ear, ‘Tempting?’ The bib-
lical analogy between the garden, the ‘apple-
green’ swimsuits, and the serpentine Ryan can-
not be overlooked. Mahoney reacts violently :
You wanted to smash Ryan’s face in, to defile
and slash the stripped girls in the garden, to
kick into the trunks of thighs that opened un-
der the newspaper in the deck-chair. But all
you could do was clench hands and wait till
Joan came. (TD, 92)
Mahoney is again led in temptation on the
night of the jibs dance but his attempts at form-
ing a ‘natural’ relationship are once more
thwarted for he views it as a ‘world of sensuality
from which you were ready to loose your soul’
that it would not be, ‘so easy to drag… your
mouth either for that one destructive kiss’ that it
would be ‘as hard to loose your soul as save it.’
(TD, 177-78) The biblical analogies are again evi-
dent and Mahoney’s attempt to transgress the
cultural symbolic, to view sex as a simple biologi-
cal function fails, and fails utterly. He may well be
an ‘oddity’ all his days. (TD, 176)
While Denis Sampson asserts that the boy, ‘re-
lies increasingly on his absolute need to preserve
his own integrity’ this is an optimistic view of
what is, essentially, a devastating precis on a sick
and morbidly desexualized society. 40) Eamon Ma-
her would state, ‘The jerky style and fluctuating
points of view could be a means to translate the
uncertainty and insecurity of a young man who is
unable to embrace change.’ 41) But change, true
social change is not apparent in the novel. Young
Mahoney is the first member of his family to at-
tend University but a scheduled meeting with
the Dean firmly puts him in his place :
‘There seemed to be contempt in his voice, you
and Mahoney would never give commands but
be always menials to the race he came from
and still belonged to, you’d make a school
teacher at best. You might have your uses but
you were both his stableboys, and would never
eat at his table.’ (TD, 188-87)
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The closing chapters in The Dark reinforce the
pervading sense of despondency. Thrown out of a
lecture by a petty and supercilious lecturer, Mi-
chael Foley would write, ‘The professor’s bully-
ing, the boy realizes, is the mirror’s of his father ;
and he see’s tyranny as the way of University life.
Riddled by doubt, he uncertainly makes a bid for
freedom.’ 42) Whether the oppressor is father,
priest, or professor, all discourage integration in
their obsessive need for authority, rather than en-
couraging an engaged citizen. He receives a let-
ter from the E.S.B. offering a job immediately in
Dublin. Young Mahoney takes the position and
the freedom and economic safety it offers-he
cannot see it as a defeat for, ‘You just couldn’t go
home defeated to Mahoney.’ (TD, 179)
As Foley suggests, ‘The victory of the imagina-
tion over oppression… is the only real victory.’43)
For young Mahoney, he comes to an epiphany of
sorts :
One day, one day, you’d come to more author-
ity than all this, a authority that had need of
neither vast buildings or professional chairs
nor robes nor solemn organ tones, an authority
that was simply a sate of mind, a calmness
even in the turmoil of your passing.
You couldn’t go to the E.S.B. If it was no use
you could leave again and it didn’t matter, you
could begin again and again all your life, no-
body’s life was more than a direction. (TD, 188)
Both Eamon Maher and John Cronin exclaim
dissatisfaction with young Mahoney’s sudden
volte-face, both with his new found dégage per-
spectives and softening attitude to his father.
Cronin would write, ‘There is an inconsistency of
character and incident here… the novelist fails ut-
terly to justify this particular epiphany.’ 44) Maher
would state, ‘I do not follow the sudden change in
the attitude of the young man to his father’but
would argue, ‘perhaps what happened at the end
of the novel was out of McGahern’s control.’ 45)
However, I feel it could be best explained thus :
in a healthy environment, young Mahoney might
have taken the risk, both with University and in
part, with entering Aula for the jibs dance. He
would do this knowing failure would not have the
same devastating results. But that is not the case.
He must play it safe to make his escape-he must
conform to the cultural symbolic and subscribe to
his part in the farce-rather than being a volte-
face, it is perhaps the most devastating indict-
ment of all. It is an escape from the responsibility
of making any decision whatsoever and is fully in
keeping with the prevailing mood of this dark
and disturbing novel.
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